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THE NEW TESTAMENT: A THEORY OF EVERYTHING 

based on the publications of Rev Dr David G Palmer from 1988-2020 

 

INTRODUCTION: A SYNOPSIS OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SCHOLARSHIP 
 
I choose to begin where B.H. Streeter began in 1924. In his book, THE FOUR GOSPELS1, he 
tells, first of all, how the New Testament was prompted by the circulation of a Gnostic 
Gospel and Acts and, still more ‘dangerously’, through the completion of a compact ‘New 
Testament’ put out by the semi-Gnostic Marcion. In this way, the Church was forced, he 
said, ‘in self-defence’, to seek to establish canonical authority (as ascribed already to the 
Hebrew Bible, he stated) for the earlier ‘Lives of Christ’ which it regarded as ‘specially 
authentic’. By about AD 180, history tells us, the result was a firmly established ‘Four Gospel 
Canon’.  

To Streeter, the four gospels were initially ‘local gospels’ which grew separately, 
circulated separately and were authoritative only in their own areas. The tradition that 
assigned Mark to Rome and John to Ephesus, Streeter said, ‘may safely be accepted’, but, of 
the tradition that connected Luke with Achaea (i.e. Greece) and Matthew with Palestine, he 
said, it ‘is perhaps no more than conjecture’. His own view was that Matthew may with 
greater probability be ‘connected with Antioch’. So far as Streeter understood it, the 
destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70 ‘deprived the Church of its natural centre’2. He did not 
spend much time on the historical events that brought the first gospel into being. The view 
he leapt to, was that the capitals of the larger provinces of the Roman Empire ‘succeeded to 
the place left vacant’. He saw Antioch, Ephesus and Rome as centres where independent 
development took place, where over a period of about eighty years, they worked on 
doctrinal emphasis, on church organisation, and on the production of the church’s 
literature, before they ever enjoyed any standardisation over the following three centuries. 
In effect, Streeter built a model that would secure the historical value of the gospels. His 
approach to an academic solution was tarnished from the beginning. To the analytical task, 
he brought his own purpose. He wrote the end result before he began and, therefore, 
ignored lines of enquiry that would have borne fruit for him. Even also, of the eighty years 
after AD 64 (significant for tradition’s dating of the deaths of Peter and Paul), he himself had 
to admit that they were ‘the most obscure in the whole history of the Church’.   

On an opposite tack, in 1938, in History and the Gospel3, C.H. Dodd sought to re-
establish the gospels as having the character of ‘religious documents’. He was responding 
both to the failure of the ‘quest of the historical Jesus’ and the success of Karl Barth’s 
alternative approach. To Dodd, the gospels ‘were not written from historical, or even from 
biographical motives. They were written from faith to faith…, as confessions of faith in Jesus 
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Christ and as the means of awakening such faith in their readers.’4 The duty of asking, and if 
possible answering, the historical question, however, was not to be neglected. He argued, 
‘Christianity is a historical religion. It cannot be indifferent to historical fact and move 
entirely upon the plane of timeless truth.’ It rests on ‘the affirmation that a series of events 
happened in which God revealed himself in action’ for the salvation of all. He affirmed that 
the Gospels do profess to tell us what happened and that the problem, therefore, cannot be 
set aside by assertions that the gospels are not historical, but religious documents. ‘They are 
both’, says Dodd, ‘if the Christian assumptions are true.’ And in such a way, he concluded his 
opening chapter with introducing a very serious issue. 

It may have been that Dodd set out to test this assumption in the remaining chapters 
of his book, but if that is what he was doing, I should have to say that eighty years later I am 
not convinced of it. Clearly, Streeter wanted to affirm the gospels as historical. Dodd wanted 
to believe in the ‘assumption’ that they were historical. Towards the end of his short book, 
he resolves to see eschatology and history as having come together. He describes the 
political crisis of the time, concerning the Roman order, the patriotism of Zealots and the 
religious zeal of Pharisees: they all contrived to crucify Jesus, he says. But there was a 
harvest that was coming for this faithless generation, the people of God’s vineyard, the fig-
tree which is Israel, the mountain of the Lord, the temple, Jerusalem. ‘The predictions are 
eschatological in character and its form is apocalyptic,’ he says. ‘It is, however, probable, 
‘that Jesus saw5 the matter in historical terms’. The prophets, of course, had seen the 
historical judgements of God on his people, in 722 BC at the hands of the Assyrians and, in 
586/7 BC at the hands of the Babylonians. But still, Dodd does not discuss AD 70 in the same 
spelled out way. At the very last, Dodd speaks of sacred history, but at no point does he 
reckon with what happened in AD 70, that it was the historical reason for the writing of the 
first gospel. For Dodd, it seems, it cannot be that a faith document is written for anything 
other than a faith reason.  

We left Streeter juggling with ideas and looking for evidence as to the first existence 
and circulation of the Gospels. He recognised that the evidence was scanty. He sought, 
therefore, to gain from the results of a critical comparison of the Gospels and an 
identification of the sources as used by their authors. Helped by source-criticism, he thus 
sought to achieve a ‘degree of precision and definiteness’ and end up with some new link to 
(the evidence of) Papias’ testimony.6 At the same time, he promoted textual criticism as 
another important tool for the ‘historian’. 

Streeter began with fundamental premises: the gospels were eyewitness accounts 
and they were ‘reliable in every way’. Even though they might have differed in their details, 
they had developed separately from one another. Distance in miles and years separated 
them; they were, therefore, reliable. This reasoning of his did not appear to him to be 
tautologous, or faulty in any way. To Streeter, plainly and simply, at no point could any two 
or more of these four gospels have ever shared the same room, not even for a moment! He 
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resisted possibilities in academic research, as academics have always done, unless they were 
a Richard Simon, or a David Friedrich Strauss, in the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries 
respectively, whose works led to their dismissals.  

In 1962, C.F.D. Moule, in The Birth of the New Testament,7 picked up on the same 
point as Streeter, that the gospels could never have been written in the same room. Given 
the ‘steady pressure of biblical research’, Moule said 8, there was ‘less danger now of 
imagining a study-table procedure and mere scissors and paste methods behind these vivid 
and practical9 documents’. It is a position which he backed up with a quote from B.M. 
Metzger who had carried out research on ‘writing at a table’ and stated, ‘it seems to have 
been a comparatively late development.’ He describes the method followed: ‘The scribes of 
antiquity either stood, or sat on a stool or bench (even on the ground) and rested their 
material on their knees.’ This contrasts with the picture that many have painted since10 and 
in no way does it begin in fact to describe how the constructing of a text was managed. A 
composition of many individually prepared units of text could not have been brought 
together on a knee (for instance) in an ordered final version of the text. Yet, Moule writes 
on the implausibility of any theory that the Evangelists who followed Mark simply spun 
midrashic elaborations of his Gospel out of their heads 11. He even argued that the burden 
of proof was on the shoulders of those who would deny the existence of the sources. In this 
way, he appears to have avoided justifying his own position.  

Moule wanted his readers to believe that the Gospel of Mark had been written after 
Peter had died, but before AD 70, because he believed firmly in it being based on eye-
witness testimony, as endorsed in the ancient Papias’ tradition12. Both Streeter and Moule 
shared similar positions on all three gospels, that they were principally eye-witness 
testimony and, therefore, historically trustworthy. Yet neither of them said, or even wanted 
to say, that it was the events of AD 70 that prompted even the writing of the first of the 
gospels. They were focused on the gospels historical reliability, but did not set them in their 
historical context as such, but only in the historical context of their being written in different 
places! 

Happily, in 1966, in his Critical Introduction to the New Testament13, Reginald H. 
Fuller began in a different place from his predecessors. He gave consideration, first of all, to 
the earliest literature of the church, the Letters of Paul of the 50s and 60s. He addressed the 
issue of their authenticity, their dating and their purpose, and how the Acts of the Apostles 
had been relied upon in the past for its historical accuracy, its chronological data and its 
information covering certain periods of Paul’s ‘career’.14 In line with others in his time, Fuller 
was persuaded to the contrary, that the Acts tells us more about the theological outlook of 
the post-apostolic church than it does about the history of the apostolic age. A significant 
moment had been reached in biblical criticism. 
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As he opened up on the history of the synoptic problem and the issues of historicity, 
Fuller covered the modern critical period from Griesbach in 1789 through to Streeter. He 
then entertained, as Streeter had done before him, all the possible sources for the gospels. 
Whilst Streeter had accepted that an earlier version of Mark might have existed, labelled by 
others as Ur-Marcus, Fuller’s presentation ran: just because Luke did not include a particular 
set of passages from Mark did not mean that an earlier version of Mark existed without 
them. Fuller argued anyway that these particular ‘stories play an integral part in the Marcan 
theology.’15 He also made it clear that he thought it was not unreasonable for one gospel 
writer to omit, for his own good reason, anything that another had included. The 
possibilities of cut and cut-and-paste were raised afresh. Fuller was not going to be held 
back by some dogma! Indeed, it was how Fuller tackled all his work of sorting and dating (or 
attempting to date) all the books of the New Testament.  

On Mark’s Gospel specifically, he said, ‘It is the end-result of a process of tradition 
passing through the successive phases of Palestinian and Hellenistic Christianity’, and ‘not a 
direct record of immediate eyewitness.’ There were plenty of Petrine episodes in the text. 
But he noted too, from the work of B.W. Bacon, evidence of Pauline influence, as on the 
redemptive significance of Christ’s death, the Sonship of God and the divine nature of Jesus. 
Fuller’s structural understanding of Mark’s Gospel is also an improvement on earlier 
understandings. He was content, as were many scholars before him, with Irenaeus’ 
statement that Mark’s Gospel was written in Rome. He was content also to accept that 
there was little to suggest, aside from Ur-Markus theories, that Mark’s Gospel had 
undergone any substantial alterations since its composition.16 But, as for the reason for its 
being written at the time that it was, Fuller seems to have been uncertain. What he was 
clear about was that it was written after the deaths of Peter and Paul in AD 64. But to him, it 
was likely written in AD 68, on the grounds that chapters 13 and 14 ‘indicate knowledge of 
events leading up to the Jewish War (66-73) but no clear knowledge of the fall of Jerusalem.’ 
I am a little surprised by his myopia in this respect. The gospel writer surely supplies us with 
more than Fuller says. Fuller does not appear to understand the importance of the sayings 
that give promise of what will happen ‘in this generation’, of what was written of past 
happenings, in the future tense, after the event.  

We are now nearly at the point of concluding this synopsis of studies, through which 
we are identifying and introducing the issues that earlier scholars considered important to 
the forming of the New Testament’s books. I choose, finally, to introduce the more recent 
work of Gerd Theissen. In his book, The New Testament,17 in 2003, he mapped out his broad 
datings of all the works that make up the New Testament.  

Like Fuller before him, Theissen noted that up until AD 70 the church will have 
possessed no more than seven Letters of Paul. After that year, its literature would have 
included the same seven letters of Paul and its first gospel, Mark’s. All our earlier scholars 
agreed with Marcan Priority, but only Streeter and Theissen with a post AD 70 launch date. 
As to the reason for its production, Theissen takes the view18: the gospels came about as 
‘the first generation, along with the apostles themselves, died out, and as the local 
communities grew stronger, the temple in Jerusalem was destroyed and the importance of 
the Gentile Christians increased.’ For him this first gospel (Mark’s) ‘grapples intensively’ with 
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the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in AD 70. But having said this, he really does not say 
anything, other than that it led to the separation of Gentile Christianity from Judaism19. He 
then says, a little surprisingly, I think, that all the gospels were written for Gentile Christians 
and that what had been a Jewish form of prophetic book was developed into Hellenistic 
bios. We continue to raise issues here that will be tackled eventually below. Theissen in fact 
raised another: why the Gospels came into being only after the Letters - was a riddle to him.  

This riddle did get him thinking though, that there were other writings that filled the 
gap between the actual life of Jesus and the writing of the first gospel. He estimated that 
the passion narrative was shaped in Jerusalem in the 40s and 50s, but only because it 
sounded authentic. Fuller before him had entertained this possibility. And like Fuller, and all 
manner of people before him, including Streeter himself, Theissen also believed that a 
collection of the teachings of Jesus was started early, but separately from the passion 
narrative, which was to become the logia source, what scholars were calling Q, short for 
Quelle, in German meaning ‘source’. What all were entertaining were ideas in an exercise of 
reason, but unsupported by anything that could be counted as hard evidence.  

Theissen acknowledged that Streeter’s basic two-source theory of Mark and Q 
brought the Gospel of Mark out of a shadowy existence and propelled it into the limelight, 
as the first of the four to be written. This theory prevails in many places today, but, in truth, 
this whole period in New Testament Criticism has entertained the possibility of five sources 
right through to today: Mark, Q, Matthew Special, Luke Special and the Gospel of Thomas. 
Streeter’s Synoptic Problem has many scholars all over the world still working on it: there 
are those who say Matthew’s Gospel was the second one to be written and others who say 
Luke’s Gospel was the second. The Acts of the Apostles is still regarded by some for its 
historical accuracy. Belief in Q is what all the scholars of this synopsis would sign up to, so as 
not to undermine the synoptic gospels’ historicity. Other scholars have seen beyond the 
need to back this approach which is based on sources alone. Rather, they have chosen to be 
open to what Moule called ‘a study-table procedure and mere scissors and paste method’. 
Not all our selected scholars have contributed to the debates on the Letters. We also have 
the Johannine writings and the Catholic Letters to consider, but for now we have enough to 
make a start on judging what has been missing from the mainstream’s approach to the New 
Testament’s texts. 
 
 

PART ONE: MARK’S GOSPEL, A WORK OF ANCIENT RHETORIC  
 
Given the above synopsis, I now present the evidence that I have been accumulating over 
the past forty years for establishing the importance to the Church of Mark’s Gospel. As it 
sought to understand more about its Faith and more about itself, the Church added further 
literature to its collection of Paul’s letters. Both Fuller and Theissen began their 
presentations with consideration of the letters. In laying out my outline for the dating of the 
production of its books, I begin where they began, though I have had to ask more questions 
than they posed. 
 It can be re-affirmed: before AD 70, the church only had the Letters of Paul. They 
were the first writings that gave any detail at all of the life of Christ, his status, his 
redemptive mission, some of his teaching, his arrest, death, burial, resurrection and maybe 
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also ascension. But they provide no dating of any event that can be entered onto the 
Christianised historical calendar. For that, the church has to wait for the Gospel of Luke to 
set Jesus’ life in the period between approximately AD 1 and 33. So, it is Luke’s Gospel that 
says Christianity first launched itself into the world in AD 33. Surprisingly also, the church’s 
principal missionary and provider of its first literature came not from one of Jesus’ closest 
band, but from one who had first persecuted the church! For Paul, what for him caused a 
sudden change-about, or turn-around in his thinking, was a revelation he received from 
Jesus Christ himself. Joining the church was difficult for him at first, but within a very short 
time he was the one who was re-shaping the church geographically, doctrinally, ethically 
and organisationally.   

Even as he wrote mainly in the 50s, Paul sensed a growing ‘darkness’ in the world 
and an approaching end to life as it was known then. A fire which damaged much of the city 
of Rome in 64 was blamed by Emperor Nero on Christians. Tradition says it was likely that 
both Peter and Paul were executed that year, though another tradition suggests Paul died in 
67. Trouble was brewing in Jerusalem and Judea and in 67, ill-advisedly, the Jews began 
their war on Roman rule. The troubles extended to 73, but the year of greatest strife was 
without doubt AD 70. In that year, as Josephus records, at least 1.1 million died in the Siege 
of Jerusalem20. Even just before, large numbers had lost their lives in Jerusalem’s civil war 
and through famine and disease. The final slaughter completed the misery of the 
Jerusalemites and those who had fled into the city from Judea in fear and ahead of the 
advancing Roman armies. 

 After the fall of Jerusalem, Josephus tells, ‘There was no one left for the soldiers to 
kill or plunder, not a soul on which to vent their fury.’ Orders were given, therefore, instead, 
to raze the whole city and sanctuary to the ground, all towers, all walls, all fortifications. No 
one was to know that there had ever been a city there. But consider this: before all these 
happenings, Jerusalem was the Roman Empire’s second biggest and richest city. Only Rome 
itself was greater! No one could have anticipated such destruction and the obliteration!  

Prisoners were taken. General Titus marched them to Caesarea Philippi where he 
stayed ‘a long time exhibiting shows of every kind’. Josephus records, ‘Many of the prisoners 
perished there, some were thrown to wild beasts, others forced to meet each other in full-
scale battles.’ In the procession into Rome, most of the spoils from Jerusalem were heaped 
up indiscriminately, but those from the temple were carefully carried: a golden table, the 
golden lampstand, the great crimson curtains of the temple’s Inner Sanctuary and the 
Jewish Law. Emperor Vespasian and his son Titus took their place in the procession, so too 
did Simon, son of Gioras, Jerusalem’s captured commander-in-chief. He was with the 
prisoners and with a noose around his neck he was dragged, on entry, to the usual spot in 
the Forum where Rome traditionally killed the chief of its enemies. With his killing carried 
out and announced, Rome’s party began. Rome could look back to the fire of 64 and the 
troubles of the ensuing years, but that day they could look forward to a time of peace. 
Vespasian too could celebrate his country’s unlimited wealth! A Temple of Peace, says 
Josephus, was ‘completed with remarkable speed, and surpassed all human imagination’21.   
 Christianity had first launched itself in Jerusalem and gone out from there into the 
Roman world after the death of one. Now Jerusalem was obliterated, wiped out. Gone too 
was the mother church of the new Christian Faith. Jerusalem and Judea were reeling over 
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the deaths of many more than a million, but even more than the total loss of life, there was 
the  absolute loss of their communal and religious life, which for both Jews and Christians 
centred on the city’s temple. The happenings of AD 70 cannot be understated, for the 
violence, the ruthless behaviour of both Zealots and Roman armies, the huge loss of life and 
the flattening to the ground of the Roman Empire’s second greatest city. For comparison, on 
deaths alone, as I write during the world’s first coronavirus pandemic, nearly half a million 
have died of Covid-19 in the first six months of this year, out of the world’s population today 
of 7 billion people. What did the citizens of the Roman Empire think and feel about the 
deaths of between one and two million of an estimated total population of 47 million22 (up 
to 4% of the total)? 

 All the scholars of my synopsis of the past 100 years appear to have failed to fully 
grasp what actually happened in AD 70. Glibly, almost, Streeter says other centres sprung up 
in Jerusalem’s place as the Church was ‘deprived… of its natural centre’. He seemed more 
concerned with the matter of where the gospels were written and apart from each other. 
He was anxious too to test the traditional answers. Theissen suggested the gospel was 
written because the apostles were dying out. For many long centuries that has been the 
accepted reason for the writing of the gospels. Rather, didn’t the church need to explain to 
itself and to the world what God had been doing - then and there? Of course, it did! It could 
not have dodged the issue. In the market place, the first question that would have been on 
everyone’s lips would have been, ‘Where was the God of the Jews in this: had he given up 
on his people?’ And the second question would have been, ‘And what of the God of the 
Christians: had he forsaken them too?’ Josephus himself got to thinking about such things: 
he judged, ‘No destruction ever wrought by God or man approached’ (anything like) ‘the 
wholesale carnage of this war’. He later opined about Jerusalem’s commander-in-chief, 
Simon: ‘Simon was put by God beneath the heel of his most bitter enemies.’23    

Was it the time for the Christian church to throw in the towel, to admit they had got 
it all wrong? Their mother church had been obliterated! (And here, we are talking of ageing 
apostles, eyewitnesses and second generation converts?) Rather, the church (in Rome?) saw 
it as a day of great opportunity. God had shown his power and by it he had shown his 
backing for the New Covenant community which he had been establishing all over the 
Mediterranean region of the Roman Empire. It was the perfect moment, post AD 70, for a 
re-launch of Christianity. An explanation was needed for what had been happening, but the 
church had the answers to the basic questions, they were theirs to share. The greater 
deliberation will have been in regard to the document itself. What kind of composition 
would be the most appropriate to ‘carry’ these answers? They settled on producing a 
drama. They knew that a dramatic recital would reach many people, but to be effective it 
would need to be written in koiné Greek and in a recognisable form for popular 
consumption. It would be a drama modelled on a Greek Tragedy with its story transmitted 
through the usual Complication, Turning Point and Dénouement. Its Prologue and Epilogue 
would address the audience.  

It would show how, through Jesus, God had brought his Old Covenant with Israel to 
its completion and established through his Son’s death and resurrection a New Covenant 
with (the nations of) the world. After all the years of sustained mayhem, there was order 
once more. It would be so for everyone. Everyone will have been hearing, day after day, of 
the horrors of fighting, of deaths, disease, famine, fire and destruction. And now, to add to 
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it all, Rome’s victory made them even richer and more powerful than ever before. Yet it was 
God’s kingdom, his rule, in fact, says the church, that was shown in power as God judged 
Jerusalem and Judea for their sinfulness, for the great wealth that the Old Covenant had 
spawned and to which they had clung, even in the face of the poverty of their own people. 
Jesus’ own judgement had been that it was an adulterous and sinful generation. He had said 
too that there would be reversals in life and it was so. He had also said, in the 30s, of some 
of those who were listening to him that they would see God’s kingdom come in power in 
their lifetime. He had said too that he would return with his holy angels and in his Father’s 
glory to gather up the elect. Those who had taken up their cross and followed him, who had 
believed in him and not sought to save their own souls, he promised to transport to heaven.  

The church’s post AD 70 drama was needed to demonstrate, therefore, the 
prophetic and pastoral concerns of God and of the church. In its Prologue, it needed to 
remember the Jerusalemites and Judeans who ‘all’ went out into the desert to John the 
Baptist to be baptised with a baptism for the forgiveness of their sins. (The drama, in fact, 
would be dedicated to them and the audience itself would be given comfort in this way, 
yes?) The opening day of the dramatic narrative (of twenty-four hours, from dawn to just 
before dawn) needed to feature a synagogue in which Jesus teaches and does so 
significantly with authority, unlike their teachers of the Law. Jesus needs to be seen to take 
on evil spirits and demonstrate that he is present to heal., The sun will set on this Sabbath 
Day (of the Old Covenant) and as a result, Jesus will be able to receive many more who will 
come to him for their healing or for their freedom from evil spirits. In all, the writer will 
produce four series of seven days and each series will replicate the form of Homer’s Iliad in 
the form of ABB’XABB’, where X is the turning point day of each series, bordered by sub-
series of threesomes of days, in each where A is the introductory day, B is the day of the 
first development and B’ is the day of the second and paralleling development which 
completes the sub-series. The four series will be in chiastic arrangement: Series A; Series B, 
Series B’, Series A’: the outer series will correspond and the inner series will correspond. The 
first three-day sub-series in each series will show how Jesus completes the Old Covenant; 
the final three-day sub-series in each series will show how Jesus establishes the New 
Covenant. The final day of the dramatic narrative will see the sun rise on the Sabbath Day of 
the New Covenant. The New Covenant will then be seen, by Jesus’ death and resurrection, 
to have replaced the Old Covenant. The drama will have shown how Jesus is God’s 
replacement for the temple sacrifice and God’s replacement for the temple too! The 
Epilogue will make clear how it was those who had been with Jesus, and taught by him, that 
went at the last into all the world, to all creation, to preach the ‘good’ news. The Epilogue 
will also challenge people: those who believe and are baptised will be saved; those who 
disbelieve will be condemned. The drama itself will carry the title: Beginning of the ‘Bravo’ 
News of Jesus Christ24. 
 My literary analysis of Mark’s Gospel25 is key to the above: it supports what I have 
laid out with all the evidence that is required and, of course there is much more still to the 
gospel than is summarised above. There are the themes of each series to be explored, 
significant dualities in the text, the links to be made between days, horizontally, vertically 
and diagonally, the style of writing that both punctuates the text and establishes the text’s 
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own self-referencing method26.  Contrary to much scholarship on the literature of the New 
Testament, my purely literary analysis shows that all the books of the New Testament are in 
fact works of ancient rhetoric which follow the rules and practices of writing that pertained 
in the first centuries BC and AD.  
 In my latest books27, I have quoted from a paper in a much recommended and much 
re-printed single volume commentary on the Bible, entitled, ‘The Literature and Canon of 
the New Testament’.28 It states: ‘The New Testament can hardly be considered as literature 
at all, except in the most general sense of the term.... The aesthetic motive and the desire to 
produce fine writing as something worthwhile in itself are foreign to its authors whose aims 
were urgent and practical.... Lk 1.1-4 echoes the cadences and repeats the conventional 
claims of the Hellenistic historians, but there the resemblance ends.... Their comparative 
indifference to pagan literature was on the whole an advantage to the writers of the New 
Testament. They gained thereby in freshness and freedom from stale conventions and 
artificial rhetoric. They were not conscious literary artists, obeying a convention and 
imitating the correct models, like Hellenistic authors, but rather ‘practical’ men falling into 
familiar forms when these happened to provide them with effective means of expression... 
The Literature of the New Testament is in the main something new.’ On speeches and 
sermons, the writer admits that Thucydides put speeches into the mouths of his principal 
personages at appropriate moments and so ‘set an unfortunate precedent’, but that ‘Luke 
didn’t follow the precedent’. I want to ask: how did views like these ever work their way into 
mainstream New Testament scholarship? The statements are not based on an actual 
reading of the Greek texts, but on supposition, surmise and wishful thinking. This person is 
setting out to ‘protect’ these documents from ‘harm’(?), but in the process he and those like 
him have ended up doing great harm themselves to the search for truth. Did they not think 
that the texts could defend themselves?  

I am particularly interested in this word ‘practical’ (see above) because we found 
Moule using the very same word as he comforted himself with the view that there is ‘less 
danger now of imagining a study-table procedure and mere scissors and paste methods 
behind these vivid and practical documents’. It is the position that he backed up with the 
quote from B.M. Metzger. But what does this word ‘practical’ mean? I cannot begin to 
fathom it! But while we are taking this little detour, we will stay with Moule and observe his 
attitude to Goulder’s and Drury’s approaches to Luke29. He knew they were working without 
Q. Of their approach, he said, it ‘is not to be uncritically swallowed. There is extremely little 
in the New Testament to suggest the wholesale creation of material by the narrators.’ 
Immediately, he appeals for help from J.D.G. Dunn30, whom he favours in his ‘Introductory’. 
I italicise his major words. He is disturbed enough by the new approach to make his appeal 
in the strongest terms. 

Writing in the first centuries BC and AD required structure and not any old structure, 
but always a (memorable) symmetrical structure. As such, Hellenist structure required 
pieces, or units of text to be inserted into their framework. The picture of cut and paste and 
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table-working comes sharply into view! It is categorically not what Moule wanted us to 
picture, nor also Streeter, who could never have believed that a gospel was other than a 
‘local gospel’, one that was at least a hundred miles or more away from any other gospel in 
development. To him, no two gospels could ever have been written under the same roof 
and in the same room, at more or less the same time. But if we can picture one gospel being 
created by cut and paste, we can picture its successor(s) being created in just the same way.  

Further to the above, our scholars displayed little consideration of what actually 
constituted the source they called Mark. They did not at first delve much beyond the Papias’ 
tradition, though Fuller did. For him, Mark’s Gospel is the end result of a process of tradition 
passing through the successive phases of Palestinian and Hellenistic Christianity. And Dodd 
before Fuller did, of course, judged that the first gospel was an amalgam of both Jewish and 
Hellenist influence. He judged it also on the grounds of the religious contents in the main 
and, not in the way that I do, in that its writer followed Hellenist writing rules and practices. 
Like Dodd, I see that this gospel is both religious and historical in its aims and that it is 
confessional too, written from faith to faith. Put in a different way, it is creed set to story, or 
eternal truth in serialised story presentation. Dodd said the gospels were not written from 
historical or even from biographical motives, but Mark’s Gospel, I argue, was specifically 
needed after AD 70 to answer the questions raised by the historical events. What the church 
itself learned about its faith at that time becomes evident as one compares the contents of 
the earlier letters of Paul, particularly in regard to Jesus, with the revelations of the first 
gospel: Jesus is God’s new temple; he is the replacement for the temple sacrifice; his rising 
from the dead left ‘an empty tomb’; his ‘return’ has taken place, etc.  As regards Jesus’ 
betrayal by Judas, this does of itself raise a difficulty: Paul speaks of the ‘twelve’ who 
witness Jesus raised from the dead, not the ‘eleven’. Similarly, there is further confusion 
between the accounts: Paul tells of a ‘last supper’, but Mark of a ‘Passover Supper’.  

Yes, this gospel clearly demonstrates an interest in Peter above all the other 
disciples, but though it may have little to do with Papias’ so-called ‘Marcan memoirs’ it does 
exhibit some knowledge of him as a character and the exploits that were attributed to him, 
maybe, in earlier oral tradition. Rather, however, this gospel exhibits a stronger Pauline 
influence from the Letters which the church cherished and protected through the war. I 
actually go further than Bacon who saw in Mark’s Gospel Paul’s Christological and 
soteriological teachings about Christ: others too have noticed how in Romans, for instance, 
we read that Jesus is of David in the flesh and declared Son of God at his resurrection. 
Mark’s Gospel supports these teachings. And further, anastasis (‘rising up’) is a key word in 
Mark’s Gospel for its (symmetrical) use: in the first and last days of the narrative and at the 
beginnings of the two middle days of the middle two series (which for some reason do not 
get translated in either the GNB or NIV). To Bacon’s themes, I further add the information 
which Paul also gives of a last supper, of a betrayal, of Jesus’ death, his burial, resurrection, 
his appearances (even to the ‘twelve’) and a possible ascension. The writer of Mark’s Gospel 
added his own dates and days and so constructed his own story and series of stories. Paul’s 
reference to ‘Christ our Passover’ (1 Cor. 5.7) may have been all Mark needed to persuade 
him to set his own day and date to Jesus’ ‘last’ supper, to convert it to a ‘Passover Supper’ 
and so (before anyone else) suggest a Holy Week and Easter for the church. This is just not 
what my predecessors would have wanted me to think! Above, we note how Moule writes 
of ‘the implausibility of any theory that the Evangelists… spun midrashic elaborations’. But 
here we find what might be counted evidence that the gospel writers reasoned with earlier 
texts. At some point, someone added dates to the telling of days in the life of Jesus. It seems 
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to me to be reasonable to conclude it was at this stage in the gospel’s development that the 
writer of Mark’s Gospel not only added days and dates to the church’s annual calendar, but 
hours of the day too to the ‘Good Friday’ telling of Jesus’ crucifixion. He divides the day into 
quarters like the night is divided into four watches. Day is night, this day.   

The church’s gospel drama benefitted also for being built with texts from the 
Septuagint (the Greek version of the developing Hebrew Bible): they were nearly always 
allusions to the law and the prophets, but occasionally they were deliberately identified by 
direct reference. The answers to the historical happenings that the gospel was written to 
address were informed by the light, and perspective, of the scriptures of the Jews. We saw 
above how Dodd weighed what was eschatological and what was historical in Mark’s 
Gospel. He said it was probable ‘that Jesus saw the matter of the Fall of Jerusalem in 
historical terms’, like the prophets before him had seen earlier historical judgements of God 
on his people at the hands, in 722 BC, of the Assyrians and, in 586/87 BC, of the 
Babylonians. For me, it is the writer himself who saw the possibility, but for him it was not 
only historical but also eschatological. For me, the meaning is eschatological in the sense 
that life as it had been known had come to an end. In the same way, the writer applies the 
eschatological language of Isaiah 13.5,10; 34.4 to the returning of the Son of Man with his 
angels, to ‘gather his elect’ (Mk. 13.27) in AD 70, ‘in this generation’ (Mk. 13.30).  

The opening error, in 1.2, of directly referencing Isaiah and then quoting Malachi 
(3.1a) was unfortunate, but the quote, nevertheless, is an important one. The old prophet 
had written about the coming ‘Day of the Lord’. The writer at the beginning of his 
presentation, therefore, says to the Jews in his audience that this gospel is associated with 
the Day of God’s judgement! It was not going to be an easy listen. The writer here too was 
applying the language of eschatology to what was recently historical and the main reason 
for the writing of the gospel. 

In the past, the historicity of Mark’s Gospel rested much on a strong belief in oral 
tradition. It was thought that oral tradition accumulated without difficulty over time, 
beginning with the first eyewitnesses and followers of Jesus. Further, there were what were 
believed to be the contributions of Peter’s reminiscences. Because of these views on oral 
tradition and Papias’ testimony, readers of Mark’s Gospel were encouraged to seek mainly 
history in its pages. Dodd’s contribution clearly moderated this approach, for before him, it 
was the history-only focus and ‘the quest…’ which had failed. He was focused on re-
establishing the religious element after Barth.  

Given the historical events of AD 70, it ought to be considered highly unlikely that 
any of the first witnesses to Jesus who were in Jerusalem at the time could have survived 
the pogrom. For Fuller, however, the gospel was written in AD 68, but his reason for 
believing this is dubious (see above). And it mattered to Moule that the Gospel of Mark had 
been written soon after Peter had died: he was protecting the historicity of the gospel in the 
best way he knew how! The one thing that all scholars failed to address fully enough, 
however, was the literary question of how much the writer(s) contributed -  to the gathering 
of the material, the presenting of it and the use to which they put it. They all show 
reluctance, even fear, to follow the logic. See again Sanders’ repudiation (above): ‘New 
Testament literature was really not literature…’ Sanders simply repeated the assumptions of 
many scholars: these texts were not works of ancient rhetoric, were not works of literary art 
with their fixed ways of presentation. It is, of course, when this is reversed31 that the greater 
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significance is given to the writer’s contribution, as he juggles reminiscences, oral tradition, 
Old Covenant scripture and the historical context for the work. Morna Hooker32 in her 
introduction warns about those who have ‘abandoned historical questions altogether’ and 
who focus on ‘the gospel as a document in its own right: they are not interested in the 
concerns of the evangelist, but in the literary-critical analysis of his gospel, and the way in 
which it is read by the reader.’ She expresses her fear of a scholar being focused on one 
thing to the exclusion of another. But is that not what earlier scholars have done, and 
Hooker too? They have omitted to consider something as important as the actual work of 
writing a memorable text and the reading of it (or the reciting of it) to an audience (that 
could not read). It is because of this that we have much ground to make up today. Indeed, 
today we can have an expectation of making one new discovery after another. Even after all 
these years, the work has not been finished. The scholars have left us much to do. 
 
 

PART TWO: ONE GOSPEL BECOMES THREE 
 
Given the new exposure on the structure and purpose of Mark’s Gospel, we may now map 
out, more easily than before, the process by which one gospel became three, and in the 
next part, how the three gospels became four, the earlier letters and the gospels stimulated 
later letters; and the whole writing project of the church took off after AD 70. It is not 
difficult to imagine the frenzy of writing activity that the events of that year stimulated. 
Christianity itself was in re-formation: propelled by events, it was forced to explore all 
possibilities.   

Mark’s Gospel was the first, and it was a drama after all, written with dramatic 
license. The Church appears to have judged that it required explaining, and converting into a 
teaching manual. It need not be argued, therefore, as by scholars in the past, that any great 
length of time passed before its successor was considered necessary. The first gospel was 
written for everyone, believer and unbeliever, Jew and Gentile: the contents and their 
arrangement (literally) give balanced evidence of this. But the second gospel, it could be 
argued, was written particularly to reach out to the Jews. They needed an explanation of the 
drama. They had suffered the most terribly with the loss of their temple, its precious 
lampstand, table and other items besides its scrolls of the Law, Prophets, Psalms and 
Writings.   

For the second gospel, therefore, the allusions to the Old Covenant writings of 
Mark’s Gospel had to be converted into direct reference, and their number added to: it was 
important that the Jews knew the scriptures that had been fulfilled by Jesus’ mission. 
Further teachings of Jesus were needed too: they were significantly added to (with ‘new 
treasures as well as old’, Mt. 13.52) and given a five-book, New Law, chiastic arrangement of 
1,2,C,2’,1’, to replicate the arrangement of the books of the Old Law33. The person of Jesus 
underwent development and interpretation too: he is seen in ways that clarify and augment 
the first gospel’s interest in him. He is the new Moses, thereby fulfilling Deut. 18.15. An 
appropriate increase in the number of mountain settings is made. Further, following the 
opening genealogy, the writer begins with adopting and adapting a Jewish midrash on the 
conception and birth of Moses34. In the following units, the writer drops the first gospel’s 
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opening context (pre AD 70) plus mention of Jerusalemites and Judeans, and promotes in its 
place, a new (and well chosen) context for his gospel of ‘Israel’s flight from Egypt’ and all 
that that prompted in the Jewish mind.  

You can see now where we are going, yes? Rather than being source-fixed in our 
approach, we are now liberated to consider the different purposes for which these gospels 
were being created and how the mind of each writer might be working. Given that 90% of 
Mark’s Gospel is to be found in Matthew’s Gospel, Mark’s and Matthew’s are to be judged 
to be the most closely associated. (In Luke’s Gospel, we find only just over 50% of Mark’s.) I 
am provoked to judge, therefore, that as Matthew’s Gospel was being written, the writer 
had Mark’s Gospel to hand, in the same room. Why should we spurn what offers itself to us 
as the simplest and most likely explanation? 

With the writing of the second gospel, there was an opportunity for this writer to 
stamp his authority on the text. The writer could choose to tell the story differently and/or 
add to it: the temptations of Jesus in the desert, for example, near the beginning of the 
gospel, or the earthquake and the angel’s involvement at the scene of the tomb, towards its 
end. The writer is in control of his material. His sources do not constrain him. It is as Moule 
feared to accept, that a writer can choose to write what he is led (thinks he ought?) to 
write35. 
 In Part One, we noted Dodd’s particular view: he said the gospels ‘were not written 
from historical, or even from biographical motives.’ For him, they were supremely written, 
‘from faith to faith’. Yet there are those who still say today that the gospels were written as 
biographies. Helen Bond even titles her latest book, The First Biography of Jesus…36. She is 
writing about Mark’s Gospel and as the Professor of Christian Origins and Head of the 
School of Divinity at the University of Edinburgh, she says that while she was encouraged as 
a student to see the Gospels as a brand new genre, she is now especially thankful for the 
work of scholars like Richard Burridge who teach that the Evangelists were utilizing the 
genre of bios (life). She even goes so far as to say that ‘most scholars’ today take it for 
granted! Bauckham’s influential work37 on ‘eyewitness testimony’ links with this genre too. 
But, in my latest book, both these writers get the red light from me.38 As we have noted 
above, Mark’s Gospel was required by the Church to meet both pastoral and prophetic 
needs. Further, its primary narrative role was to show that Jesus completed the Old 
Covenant and established the New. Also, it was produced to establish a new way of being in 
the ‘world’. It is true that many of us as students were told that the gospels were a ‘brand 
new’ genre, but we were not told that they were ‘not  biographies’, as Bond says. Rather, 
we were told that the gospels were not works of ancient rhetoric39 and that their writers 
were ‘not conscious literary artists, obeying a convention’40. In Part One, I have 
demonstrated very clearly that Mark’s Gospel is no ‘bios’ as such. In my book, The Gospel of 
Mark…41, I have presented convincing proof in regard to the structure and style of the work 
that it is both an Aristotelian Tragedy of a drama and Homeric in its form. It is a work of 
ancient rhetoric which is much more than biography: it is a dramatic Epic and like the Iliad in 
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significant literary ways. Its abb’ style of writing is probably the nearest that the writer could 
get to replicating the poem’s employment of dactylic hexameter.  
 Now, as we discuss the second and third gospels and ask what the third gospel does 
that the second does not, we will be referring more and more to my work of 1988 through 
till 202042. The first thing we note is that the second and third gospels share the same 
chiastic sectional structure of 1,2,3,4,5,C,5’,4’,3’,2’,1’. This is no coincidence! We need to 
return briefly to Streeter’s work on sources and textual analysis which has been and is still 
being taken up by scholars all around the world. Without looking at the texts as literary 
outputs for their construction and design for memorising and for clarity of presentation, 
researchers in Streeter’s likeness read the wordings of the first three gospels and seek to 
establish those units of text that were written first, then those which were dependent upon 
them and written later. It gets people into knots that are not easily untied. But it is good 
fun! Garrow and Goodacre locked horns at the annual Conference of the British New 
Testament Society in 2018 in a virtual $1,000 challenge. They are to be applauded for their 
enthusiasm and their joy in sharing in the debate. As I have my own website which is 
devoted to promoting understanding of ancient rhetoric, so Alan Garrow has his which is 
devoted to resolving the Synoptic Problem which he believes he has solved, given the 
evidence he has pulled together in support of the Matthew Conflator Hypothesis.  
 Bauckham is one of Garrow’s recent ‘big’ converts, and on Garrow’s website he is 
concerned to ask why anyone should choose to re-arrange Matthew’s five blocks of Jesus’ 
teaching. He is persuaded by Garrow that it is highly unlikely that Matthew’s Gospel was 
written before Luke’s. But such issues cannot be settled until a literary analysis has been 
made which can establish the writers’ purposes. It is not a question that can be answered by 
textual criticism alone. But the question has to be put, nevertheless, to textual critics. For if 
one text of one gospel appears primary to the parallel text of the other, and a few units 
later, the opposite is discovered to be the case, that is, that now the unit of the other 
appears to be primary to the first, then we have an issue, indeed, that is hard to resolve. (I 
am struggling to find a simple pathway through this.) Either, there is a problem with reading 
what is primary, or, wait for it…! The two documents were being created in the same room 
at the same time! I have no difficulty with this (compare Moule): while the second gospel 
was being completed, another writer could have been making progress with the third.  
 Bauckham, himself, acknowledges that it will take more than a textual study to settle 
the issue of direction: from Matthew to Luke, or from Luke to Matthew. He too sees that 
the matter will only be fully resolved when we can be sure of the writers’ different literary 
purposes. At this point, therefore, we can turn again to the work that I have posted on my 
website and the publications of my research of forty years.  

The differences between gospels are not explained by differences in biography or 
bioi, but by differences of purpose. See again at the top of the preceding page, at what I was 
saying there; but here, we need to establish the purpose of Luke’s Gospel over and against 
that of Matthew’s. Bond notes that, while there is ‘a broad consensus’ about the Gospels 
as bioi, there is not at present the evidence that it is a guiding factor in how the Gospels are 
read and interpreted by scholars today. Her reviewer/promoter also says, ‘Commentators 
mention that the Gospels are bioi, but they do not seem to have found much fruit 
in reading them as bioi. So, Bond steps in to fill that gap.’ Her book deals with the degree to 
which bios authors assumed they were relaying history ‘as it was’. He says, ‘Bond explains 
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that there is latitude with the genre of bios, and various ancient writers handled this 
differently. But overall these authors assumed they were passing on the authentic life of the 
person; at the same time, they were given literary space to frame that life in the most 
inspiring or pedagogical way. Bioi were not facts about a person strung together. They were 
a mixture of historical reporting, encomium (praise of an individual), and moral philosophy 
(in many cases).’43 With this, the promoter’s support for the book concludes. But the 
gospels, surely, are still more than he says. We will compare the second and the third 
gospels for their shape, for how they extend the Church’s understanding of the Faith, and 
for whom the third was written and what the writer saw as his intention for this document. 

While the Gospels of Matthew and Luke share the same sectional structure and a 
similar three-part greater division, we can, nevertheless, assess which came first, by taking 
account of their differences, in regard to: the writers’ uses and detailing of their structural 
approaches; the developments of their layouts of their themes; and the appropriateness to 
their different audiences of the changes of detail they introduce to certain scenes. Again, 
this would have been hard for Moule to take, for in this exercise we will see how the writers 
of these second and third gospels appear to have used their heads more than they used 
other sources. 

I am happy to introduce brand new ways of comparing these two texts. Matthew’s 
Gospel employs a numerical mnemonic of 14 units (a finger count of the parts of thumb and 
four fingers: 2+3+3+3+3) for all his eleven sections, but for sections 2 and 2’, where he 
provides three times as many units (14+14+14 units). Those who know Matthew’s Gospel 
will know that it opens with three fourteens. It may not be known by the same people that 
the gospel closes with the first-time mention of (the) ‘eleven’ and a threesome of 
designations for God. Matthew’s and Luke’s Gospels have ‘eleven’ sections each. (It is my 
judgement that all the gospel writers connect a number in their texts with a number of their 
text’s structure, that in this way the writer gives a ‘reading check’ to his reader/reciter, so 
that he will know he is reading the text as the writer intended.) Luke’s Gospel, in contrast to 
Matthew’s, employs symmetry in the forming of all his sections, with the exception, that is, 
of the first and last sections for which the writer uses an arrangement of 
A(AA’)B(AA’)B’(AA’). In this way, his opening piece is his A(abb’)A’(abb’) - structured 
Prologue. Further, in this Prologue, the writer tells of earlier, similar writings, or narratives: 
his comes after others. Of the two gospels, therefore, we could deduce that Matthew’s was 
written before Luke’s. 

Luke’s Gospel, at the outset, does suggest that there were at least two gospels that 
predate his new writing project, which is one of clarification and verification. Yet, there is a 
lot more than this to consider. In the case of Matthew’s Gospel, we may see how the New 
Law occupies the alternating sections: 2,4,C,4’,2’. As I say in my books, the writer produces a 
five-section chiastic presentation which copies the arrangement of the Five Book Law of the 
Old Covenant44. Sections 1,3,5,5’,3’,1’ comprise inserted narrative in the main and one tell-
tale of earlier dating is seen in the way the opening section (1) tells of an announcement or 
promise by an angel of the Lord of a  birth, Jesus’ birth, his escape from an early death, his 
baptism, trials and the beginning of his ministry, and the final section (1’) which tells of 
Jesus’ being anointed for his burial, his ministry at the Passover Supper table, his trials in 
prayer, his arrest, trials, death, burial, an appointed guard ay his tomb, his resurrection, the 
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activities of an angel of the Lord and Jesus’ commissioning of the eleven disciples at the last 
with a concluding promise.  

In the case of Luke’s Gospel, the organisation of similar material stretches to two 
opening sections and two closing sections. Section 2 presents Jesus’ birth and an early visit 
to the temple in Jerusalem. Section 2’ presents his death and burial. Section 1 presents 
promises of births, for Mary - an amazing description, ’The Holy Spirit will come upon you 
and the power of the Most High will overshadow you’, the meeting of mothers-to-be and a 
telling of John’s birth. Section 1’ presents an empty tomb with women visiting and Peter, an 
episode with two in the country and a final episode with ‘the eleven and those with them’ of 
a promise that they will be clothed with ‘power from on High’. When all the details of these 
comparisons have been weighed, I can only place Matthew’s Gospel before Luke’s. Yet, 
there is more.  

The writer of Luke’s Gospel significantly links his contents’ presentations to the 
number designations of his sections. With section 3, for instance, he presents three threes: 
John the Baptist’s three ethical requirements, Jesus’ three trials (in symmetrical re-ordering 
of Matthew’s three – ‘If you are..’ now has first and last place) and a final three ‘rebukings’, 
for which this writer is responsible for the last two uses of the word. In section 3’, we find 
three threes too: the three denials of Jesus by Peter; the three trials (it is only here in this 
gospel that we ever read of three trials) and, to close, three rejections of Jesus by the 
crowd45. In section 4, the units are arranged in pairs (twos), fours and eights. (What is 
amazing to me about this, is that no one other than myself would seem to have observed 
this.) In section 5, right at its centre, we have the ‘Feeding of the five-thousand’! Even such 
an analysis as this, of the writing approach of these two writers, puts Matthew’s Gospel 
before Luke’s. It demonstrates the writers’ authority to change details and the ordering of 
their presentation. It gives the greater authority to the writers, not the sources.  

Or consider the very sensitive presentations of both writers, of the day Jesus is killed. 
The writer of the second gospel just about fully replicates the scene described in the first 
gospel. But in the third, we have a very different setting where God is present to hear Jesus 
pray for the crowd’s forgiveness as also for the sympathetic thief’s soul too. Our third writer 
has the authority to change Jesus’ prayers on the cross, to elaborate the meaning of Jesus’ 
death for everyone and even at the last to change the saying that comes from the centurion 
in attendance: ‘Surely, this was a righteous man?’ One has to ask, what is this change for? 
Why is it not like that of the two, earlier gospels, ‘Surely, this man was a son of God’? With 
the presentations in Mark and Matthew, the centurion is getting there - to an 
understanding. With the one in Luke, he has got there: but his understanding is that it was 
an undeserving death Jesus’ suffered. And why all these changes? And how can they be so 
easily made? Is it not because the writer knows he is not dealing with historical facts, but 
with stories that are conveying eternal meaning? Consider also John’s re-dating of this 
scene: it is the ‘meaning’ that benefits from the change of date. This writer has Jesus enter 
his narrative as the Lamb of God; he has him leave in the same way too, giving up his life as 
the Passover lambs are slaughtered. (It is the writer’s concern to create balances in his 
presentation.)  

With Luke’s Gospel, here, given these changes, we see the writer adapting the gospel 
message for the Gentiles, for whom he develops clarity on Jerusalem’s suffering and demise 
(in AD 70), for the fact that they ‘did not recognise the time of God’s coming to’ them. See 
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how Jesus weeps for Jerusalem as he enters it (19.41-44), but also at the very centre of the 
Gospel, how he weeps there too (13.34-35). So when it comes to his praying on the cross, 
‘Father forgive them for they know not what they are doing’, we are aware of something 
else. Because the writer wants us to understand the ‘meaning’ of Jesus’ dying, he presents 
the prayer. But are we to read that he both dies for and prays for ‘our forgiveness’? It is for 
our being made right with God; that is how we interpret it. But in the context of the 
presentation in Luke’s Gospel, whatever Jesus prayed on the cross, it is those who believe in 
him who are made right with God, but, as for those who put him on the cross and mocked 
him a terrible judgement waits. That certainly demands we consider re-thinking our way 
through this gospel development!   

It was Bauckham on Alan Garrow’s website who asked why anyone would want to 
break up Matthew’s well-structured and coherent discourses (his presentation of the five 
books of the New Law) and scatter them around his gospel. We may answer this here. 
Again, it is down to the purpose of the writer. For this, we need firstly to look at the Central 
Section of Luke’s Gospel, 9.43b-19.4846.  (Many think it begins at 9.51, but the same people 
cannot be certain were it ends.) 

In its massive central ‘narrative’, between Jesus’ setting out for Jerusalem and his 
arriving in Jerusalem, we find a well-worked catechism, set out for memorising to the same 
sectional structure of the gospel: 1,2,3,4,5,C,5’,4’,3’,2’,1’ (note: the rhetor uses the same 
structure too for his genealogy, which is 11x7, where Jesus importantly begins the twelfth 
seventh era and significant names are found in special locations). The series of questions 
posed, with answers given, in the Central Section, are:  
 

1 What must I do to inherit eternal life?  
     2       How am I to pray? 
  3 Where is the Kingdom of God? 

       4        What am I to do with my material wealth? 
   5 Given the warnings, would it be prudent to repent? 
                If I am to enter the Kingdom, what should I do? 
            C     THE CENTRAL MESSAGE OF THE SECTION AND GOSPEL 
                      If I am to feast in the Kingdom, what should I do? 
   5’ Given the warnings, would it be prudent to repent? 

       4’       What am I to do with my material wealth? 
3’ Where is the Kingdom of God? 

     2’       How am I to pray? 
1’ What must I do to inherit eternal life?  

       
It is a catechism that is built around the writer’s selection of what he thinks is the 

most apt teaching to set at the gospel’s very centre, 13.31-35, at the middle of the Central 
Section. The writer is saying that there would have been no gospel, but for the willingness of 
Jesus to complete his work and be killed in Jerusalem. But it is more than just this. It is a 
two-part teaching which in the first place is completed as Jesus asked the Pharisees to go 
back and ‘tell that fox Herod’ that nothing is going to stop him from doing what he is here to 
do. In the second part, Jesus says that he had longed to gather Jerusalem’s children together 
as a hen gathers her chicks under her wing, but they were not willing. Failure has its place, 
so too great sorrow, at the very centre, the hinge of this gospel. The writer packs so much 
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meaning into this two-part teaching which he has taken from a comparatively obscure place 
in Matthew’s Gospel and put to better use. He links words that speak both of Jesus’ 
predator and those he would protect. Is this another argument for saying that Matthew’s 
Gospel was written before Luke’s? Yes, I think it is very definitely the case. And I think too 
that it is another example of how a later writer could bring something new to a work of an 
earlier writing, through editing and re-arrangement.   
 We need too, in this regard, to see if a comparison of Matthew’s Sermon on the 
Mount and Luke’s Sermon on the Plane give up any evidence of a relationship. Clearly, 
Matthew’s is the longer of the two. It also has the second section of the gospel totally 
devoted to it. In the case of Luke’s Gospel, the sermon is only central to section 4, 5.1-8.21: 
it is bordered both sides by four pairs of stories, the first series in fulfilment of the Law and 
the second in fulfilment of the Prophets. The section has to be titled, ‘From Sinners to 
Disciples’. It is a beautifully crafted section. The Sermon on the Plane is similarly 
symmetrically crafted - to the scheme: 4;8;4;8;4.47 

It is simpler to say, therefore, that the writer of Luke’s Gospel finds a new use for 
Matthew’s Sermon, than the other way about. The shaping of the narrative each side of it 
includes new pieces and re-worked pieces from both Mark’s and Matthew’s Gospels. It 
starts with the ‘new story’ which the writer himself supplies, which includes Simon Peter’s 
response to the fishing miracle, ‘Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, Lord.’ In this way the 
primary theme of the section is introduced. The second piece that completes the opening 
pair is from Mark and introduces the secondary sub-series theme, ‘fulfilling the law’. The 
writer of the gospel may have created the new piece totally himself. If so, the writer of 
John’s Gospel must have been acquainted with it, before he wrote the completing parts to 
his gospel. Or, of course, the two writers may have shared tradition that included a fishing 
miracle, which they each in turn used for their own purposes. 

Consider too, the woman who (in section 4 and its second sub-series) anoints Jesus’ 
feet: if the writer had followed the sequence of the narrative of Mark’s and Matthew’s 
Gospels, this episode would have appeared in section 4’ of Luke. But it could never have 
fitted there for this writer, because he had made it his purpose to title it, ‘From Disciples to 
Sinners’. The writer made it his purpose (in his Prologue) to verify the teachings his patron 
had received. Towards the climax of his presentation on Jesus, Jesus had to be associated 
with sinners and law-breakers. Passages from Isaiah had to be shown to be fulfilled.  

Such a comparison of these two sermons of Jesus, one on a mountain and one on a 
plane, in the past, led to the conclusion that they were two different sermons preached by 
Jesus at two different times. But clearly, the thing that stands out here and challenges that 
notion is the crafting of section 4 in Luke’s Gospel. At the centre of the central sermon (on 
Christian Discipleship), the whole of section 4 is pulled together around a re-use of Mt. 7.12, 
which points to the fulfilling of ‘the Law and the Prophets’, and further tightened by 
comparisons of ‘sinners’ and ‘disciples’. It is a superb example of how a writer can claim the 
right to take a tradition, edit it and re-arrange it for his own purpose.  

Of course, on such things, many more pages could be written, but I judge rather that 
we should move on and raise the next challenge. What we are continuing to do is to gather 
evidence that helps us see how the books of the New Testament came to be. And this 
evidence is writing a very different story from the one presented by our scholars of the past. 
Contrary to the consensuses and currents of scholarship, we are having to re-visit 
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judgements that were made about ‘local gospels’ developing miles apart, with Mark written 
in the late 60s and Matthew and Luke respectively in the 80s and 90s. We are invited now to 
see Mark as written in the early 70s, followed quickly by Matthew and Luke, and in the same 
room as each other, but at the hands of different writers possibly, but appropriately chosen 
for each task. It is that the gospels were written for different purposes: the first as a Greek 
Tragedy of a Drama for all, the second as a Teaching Manual for Jews and the third as an 
Evangelistic Gospel for the church to use among the Gentiles. This indeed is the reason they 
have all survived. It has been said by many over the years that Mark could have been lost to 
the church as 90% of it appears in Matthew’s. But they have all survived to take their place 
in the Canon because they were written in different genres and for very different purposes. 
Details are changed, different stories are told; these gospels are not histories and they are 
not biographies. But each have their purpose under God and for the Church.  

As we prepare to move on, we just need to give a little space to consideration of 
Luke’s own ‘second work’. I refer firstly to what Fuller has had to say about it, above. He 
judged that Acts tells us more about the theological outlook of the post-apostolic church 
than it does about the history of the apostolic age. Given my literary analysis of this text48, I 
thoroughly agree with him. Luke’s two books share the same sectional structure, 
1,2,3,4,5,C,5’,4’,3’,2’,1’ and the two books parallel each other, section for section. The 
writer’s message is this, therefore: ‘the life of Jesus is lived again in the life of the Church; it 
is a life and a mission which the Spirit brings to birth and sustains through all kind of trials.’49    

What we have been seeing is how three gospels came out of one gospel which in the 
first place came out of (seven or maybe nine) letters of Paul, the events of AD 70, Old 
Covenant scriptures and the demands of ancient writing method. To a degree, we have to 
add oral tradition, but its influence is demonstrated to be much less than was previously 
believed. To the ‘facts’ that Paul’s letters carried, the writer of Mark’s Gospel added days 
and dates and gave a structure to the presentation that disclosed eternal truths that attach 
to Jesus. Where Paul gives thanks to the Church in Philippi for their support (in Phil. 4.18), 
he says, ‘They are a fragrant offering, an acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God.’ He is 
employing the language that describes Jesus’ self-giving. To the writer of Mark’s Gospel this 
is a great gift: he makes it the theme for his final series.50 What has been written, in turn, is 
re-written. So, as the second gospel was written, the episodes of the first were abridged, to 
make room for teachings. As the third was being written, further abridgement and editing 
took place. And it was not always successfully done. Compare the Parable of the Talents 
(Mt. 25.14-30) and the Parable of the Ten Minas (Lk. 19.11-27): the latter starts with ten 
servants, but awkwardly tells only of three. Further, Matthew’s version ends with one being 
thrown outside, but Luke’s with all (God’s) enemies being brought to him and killed in front 
of him! The hand-break is off! We need to go where the trail leads. Because of literary and 
rhetorical analysis, we can establish the more clearly than ever before what these three 
gospels were intended to do in their different settings and for their different audiences.      

While I am delighted to be sharing this, sadness and anger bounce around my head 
and heart - for the past timidity of scholars, for the duplicitous approach of some to 
academic enquiry, and for the arrogance of others in thinking that they could fob everyone 
off with something inferior and unwarranted in the pursuit of truth.  
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PART THREE: LITERATURE PROMPTED BY THE THREE GOSPELS 
 
We may now map out, again more easily than before, perhaps, the process by which the 
three gospels became four and how the earlier letters and the gospels themselves 
stimulated later letters. It is not difficult to imagine the frenzy of writing activity that 
followed AD 70. Christianity itself was in re-formation. Propelled by events, it was forced to 
explore all possibilities.   

Can we know when John’s Gospel was written and added to the three, to make four? 
The first three gospels are clearly linked. But how do they link to John’s Gospel? John’s 
Gospel, interestingly, can be linked firmly to Mark’s Gospel, given the literary and rhetorical 
analyses that I have carried out. They both share the same grid for the layout of their 
parts51. In Mark, it reads as four deep and seven across. In John, it appears the same, but it 
is read differently. In John, the sections are read horizontally. In Mark, the Series are read 
vertically. Both grid presentations use ABB’XABB’ across and ABB’A’ up and down. There is a 
link here too with Matthew which employs abb’xabb’:abb’xabb’ in alternating sections 
1,3,5,5’,3’,1’. The four gospels demonstrate these and other similarities in their application 
of structure and style. Such features as these have not been seen before. In the past, 
scholars have mainly focused on the contents of the books and their differences, not 
knowing anything about the disciplined ways in which they have been constructed, 
systematically from beginning to end. What links Mark and John even more closely together 
than the others are the ABB’ constructed Prologues, the use of a lot of historic presents in 
the openings of new units, the changes of geography to denote new units and the use of 
‘Days’, as throughout Mark, but also in John, in a series of four units, units 3,4,5 and 6 in the 
opening half of the first section. It helps the reader to see that John’s scheme is seven 
sections of twelve parts. Additionally, both Mark and John link numbers, those used in the 
text with the numbers of the units of the texts. In John, six water jars are found in the sixth 
part. Towards the close, in the 83rd part, the ‘great fish caught’ number ‘153’ (and yes, there 
is an intended revelation here). The writer of the Gospel of John clearly knew a lot about the 
literary characteristics of Mark’s Gospel, but also understood its contents. Both gospels 
begin with John the Baptist, include the Feeding of the Five Thousand and end with the 
passion and afterwards with happenings in Galilee. We can now see Mark’s Gospel in the 
same room with John’s Gospel as it is being composed, though it could just be that it was in 
the head of the one who was setting it out.  

One element of the gospels of both Matthew and Luke is gloriously spoken of as ‘the 
Johannine thunderbolt’52, but which way does it point us? Was it in Matthew and Luke 
before it was in John, or was it in John before it was in Matthew and Luke? Because we can 
justify, as above, the order of the first three gospels, as Mark, then Matthew and then Luke, 
it is easier to judge that they each predate the writing of John’s Gospel. Other judgements 
may be made: that Mark’s writing approach is the more primitive than John’s; and that the 
re-dating of the day Jesus was killed (in John) is composition related. In terms also of its 
evangelistic appeal, as a gospel it surpasses even Luke’s Gospel (see particularly, Jn. 20.30-
31). The gospel, on these points alone, is to be dated later than the synoptic gospels. It does 
seem to me, therefore, that the weight of evidence supports the traditional view that John’s 
Gospel was the fourth to be written, but earlier than it was assumed, in the early 80s.  
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Further, Theissen sees the Johannine group of Gospel, Letters and Apocalypse as a 
‘bridge’ between the Letters and the Books of the New Testament. Commentators certainly 
see the connection between John’s Gospel and 1 John, though no one has been reading the 
letter in the way that the writer intended. So many people have attempted to describe its 
form. Again, I have to refer you to my work53. But, as for the Apocalypse, I can place it in the 
same decade with the gospel. 

On the Revelation to John, a growing number of scholars are interpreting Babylon to 
mean not Rome, but Jerusalem. The Apocalypse links to the fall of Jerusalem as John’s 
Gospel surely does54. A further link between the Gospel and the Apocalypse is also to be 
made, another literary one. John’s Gospel can be read as a tapestry which includes a 
1,2,3,C,3’,2’,1’ chiasm (with twelve parts per section). The Revelation’s structure reads in 
the same way, as a chiasm of seven sections which each include an Introduction with seven 
following parts. The symbol behind this is the menorah, the lampstand of the temple. Both 
writers refer to it in their texts. To rabbinical Jews it stood for ‘the life and light of God in the 
world’; to the writer of John’s Gospel, ‘Jesus is the life and light of God in the world’; and to 
the writer of the Revelation, ‘the church is now the life and light of God in Christ Jesus in the 
world’. The use of the menorah in this way is all the more poignant, given it was held aloft 
for all to see as Titus’s victory parade reached Rome.  

We can now ask: did the gospels prompt further letter writing? I begin with the 
thought that earlier Christians will have cherished the Letters of Paul that they possessed. 
Imagine then, what they might have made of the new Christian literature that was being put 
out around the Roman Empire. It must have been a challenge for them. We might easily 
imagine them scratching their heads at these new genres, and asking what were they for 
and what they were about and were they reliable? I write adventurously once more: given 
that after all I have been able to read on the Pastoral Epistles, I have found no one writing 
before me as I write now.   

In 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus, I read some pretty vehement responses to the gospels 
that I can categorise as ‘not nice’ at the least and ‘bleak’ at best. The possibility before us is 
that the New Testament Church was not unified! But think about the Church today. And 
remind yourself that it is the Church that gave us the Bible and not the Bible that gave us 
the Church. This, if you think about it, is liberating! God invited, in the beginning, people just 
like you and me to form the Church! Unity ‘in diversity’ is not a theme that has been written 
about only in recent years. Unity has always been on the Church’s agenda. It has had to be!  
From the very beginning, as people were challenged to define and hold to a body of truth 
that could be considered central to their faith, they have been required to tolerate the 
adventures of others into truth on the perimeter. The Church is a circle with a centre and no 
circumference: this is a definition of the Church with which I have worked all my ministerial 
life. It seems to me too, that something like it has been needed over the centuries. If only 
the Church had not resorted at times to more than hard words! But, here and now, I am 
suggesting that we feel for those who held firmly to Paul’s teachings, but who after the 
gospels were released, were provoked by a Christian Drama that was being performed in 
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public, a Teaching Manual that had been written and copied for Jews, and a really different 
Evangelistic Work that had been prepared for Gentiles!  

The words that were used then are what we consider now. In 1 Timothy, after the 
required amount of introductory etiquette, the letter swiftly moves to matters regarding 
‘false teachings…, devotion to myths…, endless genealogies…, the promoting of 
controversies…, (and later, again to) meaningless talk…, they don’t know what they’re 
talking about…, (and towards the close, to) the Law is good… , have nothing to do with 
godless myths and old wives tales…, controversies and quarrels about words.’ 

In 2 Timothy, the criticisms are reserved for the latter part: ‘they teach that the 
resurrection (meaning - of all) has already taken place; they destroy the faith of some 
(clearly, this is a very important charge); they hold to foolish and stupid arguments… and 
quarrel. The end is to come, there are terrible times ahead: sound doctrine is needed, not 
myths. (The letter’s closing lines refer interestingly to Mark, Luke and Tychicus: though I am 
not sure what we should do with this information, we must note the familiarity of their 
names as associated with the books and letters of the canon.55) 

In Titus, the writer writes in judgement on others, almost from the beginning what 
he says is ‘not nice’: there is ‘a rebellious group… the circumcision group…, their views on 
Cretans are to be upheld…, they are to be rebuked sharply, so that they will be sound in the 
faith and pay no attention to Jewish myths…’ Towards the end of the letter, we read: ‘avoid 
foolish controversies and genealogies and arguments and quarrels about the law…, warn a 
divisive person’! 

It may be, of course, that the words I have reproduced do not strike you as 
reflections on the gospels. Before me, scholars have previously thought these letters 
answered the challenges of Gnosticism, or at least the Gnosticising of Christian Faith. But 
creed was being shaped in the Church’s writings at this time. To some, it was in danger of 
being improperly re-shaped. The Spirit of God was conflicted! Or at least, one writer claimed 
inspiration, over and against another. I pick out in 2 Timothy, the criticisms that are reserved 
for those who ‘teach that the resurrection has already taken place; they destroy the faith of 
some.’ Clearly, this is a very important charge. With regard to 2 Tim 2.18, I used to see it as 
connecting with Mt. 27.52-53: a resurrection of people had very clearly taken place, at the 
time of Jesus’ death, according to the writer. But since then, I have seen that Mark’s Gospel 
featured the return of Christ in a pastoral way, as the million and more died. Because of this, 
I am now thinking the reference could be to both Mark and Matthew. Luke’s singular, 
‘Today, you will be with me in Paradise’, I do not think qualifies, as any other than a pointer 
to a final resurrection day for every believer.  

But take a look now, also at 2 Thessalonians 2.2: some worshippers are unsettled 
because they suppose that what they have heard about ‘the Day of the Lord’ as having 
already come is being taught by some leaders within the churches ‘of Paul’. As we observed 
as we dipped into Mark’s Gospel earlier, Mark opens with a quote on just this theme, ‘the 
Day of the Lord’. Further, his developments of this theme are picked up by the gospel 
writers who followed him. Those who put their trust in Paul’s writings appear adamant that 
this is contrary to Paul’s teachings. They have put their hopes in meeting with Jesus ‘in the 
clouds’ as he promised (in 1 Thess.), but now they are hearing that this has already 
happened without them!56  
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Of the remaining features of possible complaint in 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus, 
‘genealogies’ do occur in both Matthew and Luke, but where they perform beautifully, both 
in structural terms and in the meanings that associate Jesus, differently in each, with the 
beginning of a wholly new era in the world: in Matthew, with Jesus begins the seventh 
seventh era; in Luke, with Jesus begins the twelfth seventh era! I can imagine early quarrels 
over the genealogies, because I have witnessed some of these in my ministry. But as regards 
the references to ‘Jewish myths’ and ‘the circumcision party’, in Titus, I do wonder if there is 
a connection there more specifically with John’s Gospel. 

Finally, for now, in regard to the Pastoral Epistles, we see in 1 Tim. 6.13 and in 2 Tim 
4.12 how the writer includes details which appear to be there to demonstrate that Pauline 
authorship of the letters should not be in doubt. Given that the first of these makes 
reference to Pontius Pilate, for the only time outside of the gospels and nowhere else in the 
New Testament, leads me to think that this writer has taken a step too far. In the second of 
the two, ‘Paul’ requests the return of his cloak, and also his scrolls and ‘especially the 
parchments’. It is surely another kind of pseudepigraphical embellishment. Do these letters 
include bits of writing of Paul which have been incorporated in these letters, such as 2 Tim. 
4.6-8, maybe? Or are they to be seen as a gauge to the feelings of the writers and their 
churches; that they are strongly negative towards the new documents?   

2 Peter is another letter on which different judgements may be made. Theissen sees 
the writer as wanting to correct Paul on the matter of his eschatological judgement57, that it 
is a letter, therefore, which is prompted by an earlier letter. My interest is in seeing it as 
prompted by the gospels. In 1.16-18, the writer says, ‘We did not follow cleverly invented 
myths‘ (oh yes?) ‘when we told you about the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
but we were eye-witnesses of his majesty…. on the sacred mountain.’ Here, the writer is 
saying something that no other writer says in the whole of the New Testament. He wants 
everyone to read the gospels as histories! He did not want people to think that the gospels 
comprised artificial structures and were written more for their ‘meaning’ than for their 
‘historical value’, or that the gospels were eternal truth set to story. But, presumably, it was 
because people were already speaking about them in just this way, that he felt he needed to 
offer his challenge. I think this is both fascinating and believable, that this issue could have 
been raised in this way, by second or third generation Christians. The seeds of 
disagreement, of the kind we suffer today were sown very early on in the life of the Church, 
even before the Canon was established, and certainly long before D.F. Strauss’s Das Leben 
Jesu58.   

The matter is deserving of further consideration. We need to look at the writer’s 
wording here: ‘For not by following cleverly devised fables, did we make known to you the 
power of the Lord Jesus Christ…’ For ‘cleverly’, we could choose ‘cunningly’, or ‘subtly’. For 
‘devised’, we could choose ‘invented’ or ‘constructed’, say. And for ‘fables’, we could choose 
‘stories’ or ‘myths’. I feel there is here, somewhere among these words, a definition of 
‘gospel’ waiting to be let out. Ironically, the writer of 2 Peter is leading us to a definition 
with which we could work today, but it is most certainly not what he intended to be doing. 
This letter of 2 Peter was the last to be included in the Canon and it is surely good that it has 
its place there, if only to demonstrate that the Church, in the second and third generations 
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of its life, could struggle with reading a text as important as a gospel, and be influenced to 
read it in a way that was contrary to its writer’s intention.       

We are surely identifying literary works that were prompted by the production and 
circulation of the gospels, but so far, we have not really seen how later letter writers were 
prompted by the earlier letters. In this regard, I can say that I have looked into scholarly 
presentations on Colossians and Ephesians and I am asking, if they are not Pauline as such, 
were they written later (in the manner of Paul’s letters) after the gospels had been 
launched? In support of their earlier dating and for their being viewed, therefore, as 
authentically Pauline, I identify the gospels’ presentations of the ascension of Jesus, for here 
there may be a link. Mark’s longer ending, Luke’s ending and John’s last section all make 
reference to it. In Ephesians, we have an expression of it too. In 4.7-13, the writer adopts a 
verse from Psalm 68 (v.18) and reverses the last part of it. The first part reads, ‘When he 
ascended on high…’, after which the writer of the Letter to the Ephesians did not say, ‘he 
received gifts from men’, but ‘he gave gifts to men’. Did this prompt the writer of Mark’s 
Gospel to consider including Jesus’ ascension in his original Epilogue? If we judge that it did, 
we have a case for listing Ephesians with the authentic letters, along with Colossians, for it 
would have to be included too. Given the literary arguments as they relate to Pauline 
authenticity, because of my work on literary and rhetorical analysis, I do see earlier 
arguments regarding vocabulary, style and method as potentially misleading. And yes, 
scholars before me have noticed how Paul could have used ‘secretaries’, who would jot 
down in note form what Paul wanted to say, only to bring it back to him for signing when 
the letter had been written. They suggest they were ‘Secretaries’. I want to suggest they 
were professional ‘Rhetors’ who worked with him.   

We should note, I think, that Paul himself was no every-day writer. We have to take 
seriously what he says at the end of two of his letters (see for example Gal. 6.11), about his 
childishly big alphabetical letters. Scholars in the past have, in the main, spoken about the 
help he received from amanuenses, those who wrote down what they were told to write. 
But in my research, I have become more aware of the professional writers that were around 
at that time that are best called rhetors. Tertius is truly one of them: in Ro. 16.22, he is not 
as the NIV says, ‘the one who wrote down this letter’, but, in the Greek, ‘the one who is 
writing this letter’. You can say that he is writing under Paul’s direction, but the Letter itself 
gives evidence of a supremely gifted composer and writer. He had charge of the 
presentation. Once more, we have to examine the results of a literary analysis of a book. In 
my NT:NT5 and on its disk,59 I show why I think the structure of Paul’s Letter to the Romans 
is a five-section chiasm. As we have seen already above, the writer of Matthew’s Gospel 
arranges his presentation of the New Law in the same way. Before him, Tertius and Paul 
together were working on presenting Paul’s version of the New Law. It is this, I believe, that 
inspired the approach that this gospel-writer took. It is a link that has not been seen before, 
between Paul’s ‘last letter’(?) and the ‘second gospel’.60 At the last, here, I guess I am saying 
that it was not only the writer of Mark’s Gospel who scanned Paul’s Letters for what he 
could use. The evidence is that the writer of Matthew’s Gospel did the same. 
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 NT:NT5, p. 63-67 
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 See above, plus pp. 36-41. 
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PART FOUR: THE NEW TESTAMENT IN TABLES 
    
I choose now to attempt a mapping out of a chart of all 27 books of the New Testament, 
given their purpose and dating. We may call it:  
 

The New Testament’s Writing Phases: 
 

the first writing phase  50s-60s   Paul’s letters      (9) 
      1 Thessalonians, Galatians, Philippians, 

Philemon, 1 & 2 Corinthians, Romans, 
Ephesians and Colossians 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 70  XXXXXXXXXX THE FALL OF JERUSALEM  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
the second  70-79  Gospels + Acts      (4) 

Mark, Matthew, Luke-Acts 
the third   80-89  Further Gospel     (1) 
      John 
     Further letters     (4) 
      1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn, Jude  

Apocalypse     (1) 
      Revelation 
the fourth  90-99  -ve responses to the gospels   (4) 
      2 Thessalonians, 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus 
     -ve Response to Paul     (1) 

James  
+ve Response to Paul    (2) 

1 Peter, Hebrews 
 the fifth                         100-150  +ve (but complicating) response to the gospels (1) 

2 Peter 
 

 I include the break in the church’s writing which is the disruptive event of the Fall of 
Jerusalem. Fuller usefully notes that a decade or so passes after Paul’s death, before the 
Church writes again. He sees three reasons for this: the first, that Palestinian Christians were 
not sufficiently well educated to indulge in literary activity; the second, that the Greek-
speaking missionaries before Paul had left no documents, probably because they lacked the 
need to, unlike Paul; and thirdly that there was an expectation of an imminent Parousia. 
Even so, he misses the obvious reason: the distracting turmoil of the years, 66-73.  

I have presented in the first block of texts, the Letters of Paul in the order of their 
dating according to the majority of Pauline scholars today. For reasons stated above, in Part 
Three of this paper, I include both Ephesians and Colossians. No longer is it the view of 
scholarship that a dating is as reliant as it was on any historical exactitude of Acts. The 
principle that has been taken up by scholars is that where Paul and Acts contradict each 
other, Paul must be followed (for contents) rather than Acts. Further, Acts is to be used only 
when it tallies with the Pauline data and when it offers supplementary data which is 
compatible with the Pauline data. The only legitimate procedure today reverses the earlier 
order: it is to start from the data of Paul and then fit the data of Acts61. 1 Thessalonians 
really does belong in this earlier batch of undisputedly Pauline letters, and as the first of 
them all, too. It is a primitive structure with plenty of repeated openings to the major parts: 
of the eighteen openings, fourteen begin with ‘Brother…’ It is not a subtle presentation. The 
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second letter is clearly modelled on it, but it is a later development of the first and, given 
what it criticises, it is easier to see it as a writing of the fourth period. 

The second block includes the synoptic gospels and Acts. Again, this is a presentation 
with which a majority of scholars would agree today, but not for the reasons I give, for 
earlier scholars were centred, principally, on sources alone and were without the advantage 
of a purely literary analysis with its concentration on rhetorical analysis. It may be said that 
scholars can be more certain now of letter-writing order and that more scholars than before 
will be able to see the dependency of one document on another, that Mark’s Gospel draws 
on information found in Paul’s authentic letters, that Matthew depends on Mark and that, 
in turn, Luke depends on Mark and Matthew.  

The third block includes the writings that were prompted by the writings of the 
second block. With this presentation, I doubt many scholars will be ready, straight-away, to 
agree with me. I myself will have to re-read all the commentaries to see why it is that 
scholars view the documents that are spoken against as Gnostic texts. For me, the evidence 
exists that followers of Paul’s letters sought to defend his teachings against the new 
approaches of the gospels. The Johannine corpus is a response too to the earlier gospels, for 
its gospel takes the evangelistic role of Luke’s Gospel and develops it further (Jn. 20.30-31).  

In the fourth block are James, 1 Peter and Hebrews, the latter of which was known 
to Clement of Rome in AD 96. With 1 Peter, we have a beautifully written letter of support 
for people undergoing severe testing from persecution, likely under Diocletian’s 
Emperorship. With Hebrews, we have a beautifully developed document on Christological 
and soteriological issues. Theissen thought James belonged to this period too. He promoted 
it as a corrective to Paul, on considerations of salvation, law and works in particular.  

In the fifth block, sits 2 Peter all alone. Clearly, there is general agreement about its 
lateness. But we may observe now its link with 2 Timothy, for the attempt to stamp the 
Spirit’s seal on scripture. Consider 2 Tim. 3.16-17 and 2 Pet. 1.20-21. The two texts, 
nevertheless, do belong in different groups. 

Clearly, my focus is purely on the books that made it into the New Testament Canon. 
A great many more texts were written in this same period, and beyond it, that were never 
considered for it. Truly, it was a time in the life of the church and of the new Faith that many 
people in many different settings were led to share their wisdom by producing literature for 
their group(s). They include the Shepherd of Hermes, the Didache, 1 Clement and 2 
Clement, Letters of Ignatius, Letters of Polycarp, the Martyrdom of Polycarp, the Epistle of 
Barnabas (which is found at the end of Codex Sinaiticus, along with the Shepherd of 
Hermes). They are the writings of the Apostolic Fathers and there are more than I state 
here. They were written probably between the years 80 and 140, though there are some 
that would like to press a much earlier year of 50 on the Didache. In a period overlapping 
these core years and extending to the end of the second century were plenty more gospels 
too: Gnostic gospels, such as The Gospel of Thomas, of Marcion, and of Basilides; Jewish-
Christian gospels, such as the Gospels of the Hebrews, the Nazarenes, the Ebionites and ‘the 
Twelve; Infancy gospels, such as the Armenian Infancy Gospel, Protoevangelium of James, 
Libellus de Nativitate Sanctae Mariae (Gospel of the Nativity of Mary), Gospel of Pseudo-
Matthew, History of Joseph the Carpenter, Infancy Gospel of Thomas, Latin Infancy Gospel 
and Syriac Infancy Gospel; and other gospels, some discovered in the last 150 years, which 
include the Gospels of Peter, of Mary and of Judas Iscariot, the latter which Irenaeus railed 
at for its heresy.  
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My Table which plots the literary structures of the canonical texts is now needed:  
 

The Rhetorical Table of the New Testament 
                                    Writing Style:      Book/Letter Structure:  Sectional Structure: 

Mark       abb’          (P) ABB’A’ (E)    (ABB’XABB’*
1
/1,2,3,C,3’,2’,1’*

2
) 

Matthew         abb’ (aa’ & abb’a’) 1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e) (14s=2(abb’xabb’)); 2 & 2’: (3x14)  

  Luke       abb’           1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e) (ABA’); 1 & 1’: (ABB’) 

  Acts       abb’           1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e) (ABA’); 1 & 1’: (ABB’) 

  John       abb’          ABB’;X;ABB’ *
1
 /  (ABB’;ABB’:ABB’;ABB’) 

          1(p+);2;3;C;3’;2’;1’(+e)*
2
    

  Romans            abb’                  (P+Intr.) 1;2;C;2’;1’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Corinthians      abb’                    (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)    (ABB’:ABB’)  

  II Corinthians      abb’                    (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’)  

  Galatians           abb’      (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  Ephesians      abb’           (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  Philippians      abb’           (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (ABB’) 

  Colossians      abb’            (P) ABB’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Thessalonians      abb’            (P) A:A’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II Thessalonians            abb’            (P) A:A’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’) 

  I Timothy           abb’     (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)   (ABB’) 

  II Timothy      abb’         (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (ABB’) 

  Titus       abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’) 

  Philemon           abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (abb’:abb’) 

  Hebrews           abb’      1(p+);2;C;2’;1’(+e)  (ABB’:ABB’)  

  James       abb’           (P) ABB’A’    (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Peter       abb’                      (P) ABB’A’(+e)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II Peter       abb’          (P) ABB’(+e)    (ABB’;ABB’) 

  I John       abb’           (p+) ABB’A’   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II John       abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (abb’) 

  III John       abb’         (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (abb’) 

  Jude       abb’                  (P) ABB’;X;ABB’ (E)   (abb’) 

  Revelation      abb’   (P) 1;2;3;C;3’;2’;1’ (E)  (Intr., 1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 

Where, under Book/Letter Structure, A,B,B’,X,1,2,3,4,5,C,5’,etc. denote Sections and where, under Sectional Structure, ‘A’ generally* 

signifies the presence of a lower level ABB’ (or abb’) formation (likewise also B, B’ and X); where ABB’ (and abb’) are  three-part 

progressions, where A is introductory, B is the first development and B’ is the second, corresponding and completing development; where 

AA’ denotes two abb’ constructions in parallel;  where ‘X’ is a central turning point; where (P) is an independent abb’ Prologue/Letter 

Introductory Greeting; where (+Intr.) is specifically an Introduction to the Theme of the work; where (E) is an independent abb’ 

Epilogue/Letter Closing Greeting; where (p+) and (+e) are, in turn, incorporated Prologues and Epilogues.     

*The exceptions on A,B,B’ and X above are in Luke and Acts where the sub-sections are variable composites of ABB’ and AA’ elements. 

For John and Mark: *1 for literary form and *2 for subsidiary contents’ parallels (a Homeric tapestry of the two). 

Numerically: Mark can be characterised as a 4x7 scheme, John as a 7x12 scheme and Revelation as a 7x7 scheme; Matthew, Luke and Acts 

as 11-part, 1-5C5-1, chiasms; and Romans and Hebrews as 5-part chiasms (intentionally structured to the Law’s 5 sections, which are in 

chiasm as the Pentateuch’s Hebrew reveals).  

  
What is happening here is that we are adding to one hundred years of scholarship a 

literary analysis of all the books. Literary analysis was not encouraged in the past as we have 
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seen above: it was not thought to be proper because it was assumed to ignore essential 
historical critical work. The assumption was faulty, of course. The two works can be kept in 
balance and I think we have shown above that that can be the case. We can now see if we 
can re-set them from the first writing to the last, to see if anything reveals itself:  

 
 

The Rhetorical Table of the New Testament in its Writing Phases: 

 
1 I Thessalonians      abb’            (P) AA’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

 Galatians           abb’      (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

 Philippians      abb’           (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (ABB’) 

  Philemon           abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (abb’:abb’) 

  I Corinthians      abb’                     (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)    (ABB’:ABB’)  

  II Corinthians      abb’                     (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’)  

  Romans            abb’                  (P+Intr.) 1;2;C;2’;1’ (E)  (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

 Ephesians      abb’           (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

 Colossians      abb’            (P) ABB’ (E)   (ABB’;ABB’) 

 

2 Mark       abb’          (P) ABB’A’ (E)     (ABB’XABB’*
1
/1,2,3,C,3’,2’,1’*

2
) 

Matthew         abb’ (aa’ & abb’a’) 1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e)  (14s=2(abb’xabb’)); 2 & 2’: (3x14)  

  Luke       abb’           1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e)  (ABA’); 1 & 1’: (ABB’) 

  Acts       abb’           1(p+);2;3;4;5;C;5’;4’;3’;2’;1’(+e)  (ABA’); 1 & 1’: (ABB’) 

   

3 John       abb’            ABB’XABB’  /  (ABB’;ABB’:ABB’;ABB’) 

          1(p+);2;3;C;3’;2’;1’(+e)    

 I John       abb’           (p+) ABB’A’   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  II John       abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (abb’) 

  III John       abb’         (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (abb’) 

  Jude       abb’                     (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)   (abb’) 

 Revelation      abb’   (P) 1;2;3;C;3’;2’;1’ (E)  (Intr., 1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 

 II Thessalonians            abb’            (P) AA’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’) 

  I Timothy           abb’     (P) ABB’XABB’ (E)   (ABB’) 

  II Timothy      abb’         (P) ABB’A’ (E)   (ABB’) 

  Titus       abb’           (P) ABB’ (E)   (ABB’:ABB’) 

  

4 Hebrews           abb’      1(p+);2;C;2’;1’(+e)  (ABB’:ABB’)  

  James       abb’           (P) ABB’A’    (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

  I Peter       abb’                      (P) ABB’A’(+e)   (ABB’;ABB’;ABB’) 

 
5 II Peter       abb’          (P) ABB’(+e)    (ABB’;ABB’) 
 

For me, there is one particular feature that stands out. Eight of these twenty-seven 
texts share the same structure at one level or another of a composition and that is 
ABB’XABB’. It is known as Homer’s choice for the Iliad, his Epic poem that told of the 
beginnings of the Greek civilisation. I have underlined its use in the chart above. It is 
particularly important that we know that the writers chose to copy Homer. It says 
something about how they saw their role and what they hoped for their writings. The new 
Christian civilisation required the best choice of literature. The Church and the writers were 
intent on their message getting over to people, both inside and outside the Church. At every 
turn, the writers chose the most appropriate structure for their appointed task. Eight times 
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also, the structure ABB’A’ was chosen for use. It links Mark’s Gospel with Philippians and 
Ephesians, for its earliest use. It is the simplest chiastic structure that could have been used. 
I am aware also of its incidence particularly in James, 1 Peter and 1 John: knowing this, all 
three Letters become readable in the way that the writers always intended. The charts 
totally overturn the view expressed by Sanders above, which begins, ‘The New Testament 
can hardly be considered as literature at all, except in the most general sense of the term.... 
The aesthetic motive and the desire to produce fine writing as something worthwhile in 
itself are foreign to its authors whose aims were urgent and practical....’ 
 
 

CONCLUSION: A THEORY OF EVERYTHING TO DO WITH THE NEW TESTAMENT 
 
At the last, we have to ask where this study has brought us. I think it is to the point of 
seeing, maybe for the first time for many, the really huge importance of the Gospel of Mark 
to the Church’s eternal enterprise. Its contribution to the Church’s literature is immense, as 
also its stimulus to much other writing. And I would go still further: I doubt that the 
Christian Faith would have had even a toehold in the world today if the cataclysmic events 
of AD 70 had not been interpreted for such a dramatic public recital, set to the rules of 
Aristotelian Greek Tragedy and to the dactylic drum beat of Homer.  

Of all the surprises on the way, and there have been many, the outstanding one is 
surely the near definition of ‘Gospel’ which we find in 2 Peter (1.16-17). The writer wrote: 
about ‘cleverly devised fables’. We might try a full definition, based on a translation of the 
same Greek words: a gospel comprises ‘subtly constructed story-presentations’ which reveal 
the eternal worth of following the Lord Jesus Christ.  

I also think that this study brings us nearer to a ‘Theory of Everything’ as regards the 
New Testament. Now, all the texts can be allowed to be what they are, and be read and 
understood in the way that their writers always intended. No longer can anyone seize the 
right to ‘protect’ these works so that they are and do what they want. For the dump – is the 
old and restrictive paradigm which did the job it was constructed to do, but which did not do 
justice to the texts, nor serve their purpose in the mission of the Church. The new paradigm 
needs to take account of the fact that all the texts of the New Testament are works of 
ancient rhetoric, that were completed to the rules and practices of writing of the first 
centuries BC and AD and that they were written for reading, memorising and reciting.   

Moule warned his readers to turn from the pursuits of Goulder and Drury62. I did not 
recall this when my Principal at Wesley House, Cambridge, arranged John Drury as my 
Supervisor for an Undergraduate Dissertation on the Central Section of Luke’s Gospel. As for 
Goulder, I contacted him myself from Cardiff to see if I might visit him in Birmingham, to 
discuss my continuing research on Luke’s Gospel. I had not thought then that I was putting 
myself in harm’s way. Rather, Goulder charmingly greeted me, took me to the staff bar for a 
pre-dinner sherry, then to the refectory and then back to his office. When I had the occasion 
to study in Birmingham, before transferring to Sri Lanka, he came to me at the United 
College of the Ascension on two occasions. His chapter in Alternative Approaches63 was his 
1985 warning to New Testament scholarship: it was titled, ‘A House built on Sand’. He was 
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 Moule: see p.95 and p.111 
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 Michael Goulder, ‘A House Built on Sand’, pp.1-24, A.E. Harvey (Ed.) Alternative Approaches to New 
Testament Study, SPCK (1985) 
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able to show, all too easily, how the discipline’s focus on supposed sources had been a big 
mistake.  
 A new paradigm is needed today, and all the more-so now that we have really useful 
new tools in the New Testament scholar’s tool-box. I said something like this as I produced 
my first book in 1988 and I am still saying it thirty-two years later! But who knows? Maybe 
folk will read what I am saying and check it out for themselves, this time around. The 
lockdown, on reading the New Testament texts as their rhetors and authors intended, has 
to be lifted. New Testament Studies and the Church itself cannot be left to practices that do 
not befit their calling.  
 The New Testament is a depository of texts which together display difference and 
development. The Church needs to understand this and, like the Church of the first century, 
be as committed to discovering what God wants of it today. 
 
 
David G. Palmer 
Church Gresley 
4th July 2020  
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ADDENDUM: THE BOOKS BY DR PALMER, ON WHICH THIS PAPER IS BASED: 

 

         

 
Sliced Bread: The Four Gospels, Acts 
and Revelation: Their Literary Structures,  
Cardiff 1988, A5 pb, 160 pp;  
ISBN: 978-0-9513661-0-6 

 
 

 
Book 

 
A pioneering literary study of the six ‘books’ 
of the New Testament. 
The author’s first publication, now much 
superseded by the Markan Matrix and New 
Testament: New Testimony, but worth 
reading all the same. 

 

 

 
New Testament: New Testimony 
to the Skills of the Writers and First 
Readers (Fifth – Illustrated Exhibition  - 
Edition),  
Church Gresley 2016, A4 pb, 226 pp., 
with CD-ROM, 1,500+pp.;  
ISBN: 978-0-9513661-9-6 

 
Church Gresley 2016, 1,500+pp.;  
ISBN: 978-0-9513661-7-2 
 

 

 
Book 
& 
CD-
ROM  
 
 
Book 
in 
CD-
ROM   

 
This Edition is aimed at a wider readership 
than just scholars. It includes illustrations 
which Dr Palmer created for his two-year 
(2015-2017) Exhibition Tour of Great Britain, 
An Exhibition in Art: ‘Seeing the New 
Testament for what it is’, Dr Palmer’s latest 
revisions, more literal English translations 
and many discussion starters. 
This Book in CD-ROM, set in a protective 
(DVD) travelling case, includes all that is 
published in the Book with CD-ROM of the 
same edition and is produced for easy 
posting around the world. 

     
     
ISBN: 978-1-9161068-0-2       ISBN: 978-1-9161068-1-9          ISBN: 978-1-9161068-2-6          ISBN: 978-1-9161068-3-3          ISBN: 978-1-9161068-4-0 

 
The Four Gospels in Focus, viewed through the Lens of Hellenist (Ancient) Rhetoric: on Amazon Kindle 
The opening book addresses the key Literary Issues of the Four Gospels. The accompanying books, in turn, present the Gospels 

of MARK, MATTHEW, LUKE and JOHN in both Literal English and Ancient Greek, fully parsed and rhetorically analysed in the way 
that readers would have prepared them for reading in the beginning. 

 
   

 

 

 
The Gospel of Mark:                                   Book 
Chapter and Verse 
  
Church Gresley, 2020, B5 pb, 380 pp.  
ISBN: 978-0-9513661-1-0 

 

 

 
 
This Book re-visits Dr Palmer’s PhD Thesis,  
The Markan Matrix: A Literary-Structural  
Analysis of the Gospel of Mark, 1999,  
ISBN:  978-0-9513661-2-2. 
It is re-titled and revised and includes a 
simpler presentation of the Greek and a  
helpful Literal English translation.  
New insights are also shared which will 
revolutionise the way we read not just this  
book but all the books of the New Testament. 

 


